Courier Services for the Medical Community:
NJLS Next Day and NJLS Same Day

Overview
New Jersey Lawyers Service (NJLS) was established in 1929 as a courier service in Newark, New Jersey running legal papers between law firms and the courts. For 85 years, we’ve given our clients confidence we can “get the job done” without fanfare and with unique value, which includes our extensive experience, speed and, most importantly, cost-effectiveness.

NJLS has been recognized for the quality of our courier offerings, receiving the Gold “Best Courier Service” seal by legal professionals who voted in 2012, 2013 and 2014 Reader Rankings surveys.

NJLS Next Day and NJLS Same Day services are also used by the medical supply community, medical device companies, hospitals and pharmaceutical firms. NJLS is known for its:

- Professional, uniformed couriers performing a daily pickup at our clients’ offices
- The ability to track all packages online
- Signatures obtained at the delivery end
- Expert local service at significant savings

Cost-Effective
NJLS is the lowest cost provider of guaranteed overnight delivery service with its NJLS Next Day offering. With monthly service plans for as low as $3.40* per delivery, our clients save as much as 80% compared to competing global couriers’ next-business day deliveries.

(*Cost is based on a specific service plan when a fixed monthly fee is in place and it is exclusive of any fuel or other surcharges.)

The majority of NJLS clients purchase a month-to-month plan, entitling them to a certain number of monthly deliveries for a flat rate as well as a convenient, daily office pickup. Overages are charged at rates equaling that monthly number of deliveries divided by the monthly cost. Clients with lower usage demands opt for our convenient drop-box service. For $7.65, NJLS will deliver any item anywhere in the state on the next business day. Hundreds of drop boxes are located throughout the state, with a normal pickup time of 7 p.m. and with delivery guaranteed the following business day. For business professionals working on weekends, NJLS also has Sunday evening drop-box pickups.
Secure and Confidential
NJLS’ warehouses are camera-monitored and patrolled 24/7 by an independent security service. NJLS has separate, locked caged areas for high-value identified packages and pharmaceuticals.

Driver Safety and Quality Couriers
NJLS vehicles are equipped with scanners, mobile phones, global positioning system (GPS) units and driver monitoring units to promote driver safety and safe driver behavior. NJLS personnel are uniformed, carry ID credentials identifying themselves as NJLS couriers, and go through a mandatory, twice-a-year safety training program. They have the proper credentials and professional look to enter any establishment. Many of our couriers are also licensed New Jersey notaries.

Environmental Sensitivity
In 2012, NJLS introduced energy-efficient “green initiatives,” which reduced the courier vans’ carbon dioxide emissions and retrofitted the warehouses’ lighting fixtures with LED titanium tubes. These initiatives are expected to generate a savings of about $52,000 in annual fuel, electricity and maintenance costs. Our lower operational costs not only become your lower costs but also reduce the carbon footprint.

Online Delivery Slip and Tracking System
Every shipping label is bar coded for tracking. Log on to the NJLS Web site to see the status of any delivery—24/7 from anywhere. NJLS scans all packages at pickup, in the warehouse and when delivered. Clients can check online the status of any package by securely signing into the NJLS Web site. Delivery slips are created by clients’ own address books on any 8½” x 11” paper or inexpensive labels specially designed for NJLS clients.

Delivering Beyond New Jersey
NJLS Next Day also delivers overnight to establishments in New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Delaware, Massachusetts, Maryland, Rhode Island, Virginia, Maine, Vermont and New Hampshire. Please visit the NJLS Web site to check the Zip Code lookup to verify delivery location.

About NJLS
Celebrating its 85th anniversary, NJLS is an award-winning courier and service of process provider for the New Jersey legal community offering cost-effective pickup and delivery to a broad range of businesses and government entities. Courier offerings, including Next Day, Same Day, Light Trucking, Drop Box Locations and ZipShip, and Process Service requests are entered and tracked online by clients. NJLS’ clients include approximately thousands of lawyers and hundreds of businesses as well as the New Jersey Administrative Office of the Courts, Office of Administrative Law and Department of Labor. NJLS is an affinity partner of the New Jersey Association of Realtors. Our clients are confident we will get their jobs done. For more information, visit [www.njls.com](http://www.njls.com) or call (908) 686-7300. NJLS: We Deliver Confidence®.